
Terms and Conditions for Funding Societies Enhanced Referral
Campaign 2023

1. This Enhanced Referral Campaign ("Campaign") is organised by Modalku Ventures Sdn
Bhd ("Funding Societies") and shall commence from 31 May 2023 to 30 November
2023, both dates inclusive unless notified otherwise ("Campaign Period”).

2. This Campaign is open to all existing Funding Societies investors who have active
investment accounts with Funding Societies (hereinafter referred to as "Referring
Investor(s)").

3. In conjunction with this Campaign, Referral Cash Reward (“Reward”) will be awarded to
the Referring Investors who successfully refer investors who fulfil the Eligibility Criteria
as mentioned under para 5 below (hereinafter referred to as “Referred Investor(s)”).
This Reward is inclusive of the normal investor referral program run by Funding
Societies.

4. The Enhanced Referral Campaign Cash Reward will be given to Referring Investor(s)
whose Referred Investor(s) fulfil the Eligibility Criteria as mentioned under paragraph 5
below. The Cash Reward are as follows:

Investment Amount Cash Reward Given

First RM50,000 RM500

Subsequent investment amount 0.5% of the subsequent invested amount (no cap)

5. For the purpose of this Campaign, a Referred Investor will qualify as a successful
Referred Investor in the event the following conditions are met (“Eligibility Criteria”):

○ that the Referred Investor signs up or creates a new account on Funding
Societies Platform using the Referring Investor’s referral code or referral link
within the Campaign Period;

○ that the Referred Investor completes the full registration process including but not
limited to signing the User Agreement and completing the KYC process within the
Campaign Period and no later than thirty (30) days from the sign up or creation of
the investment account; and

○ that the Referred Investor deposits and reaches a cumulative investment in
Guaranteed Investment Notes (Term Financing) - MBBG and Guaranteed Islamic
Investment Notes (Term Financing) - MBIBG of at least RM50,000.00.

6. The Reward shall be deposited into the investment accounts of Referring Investor (1)
month after the end of the Campaign Period, subject to the fulfillment of the Eligibility
Criteria.

7. This Campaign can be used in conjunction with other campaigns and promotions carried
out by Funding Societies.

8. This Campaign is only applicable for Referring Investor and Referred Investor of Funding
Societies.



9. Funding Societies reserves the right to change the Reward due to circumstances beyond
its control and to offer an alternative of similar value. The Reward is given on an “as is”
basis and is neither transferable nor exchangeable. The Investor has not provided any
consideration for this Campaign and these Rewards are offered gratuitously by Funding
Societies.

10. Funding Societies reserves the right to add, delete or vary the terms and conditions
herein, wholly or in part, at its absolute discretion by way of posting the amended terms
and conditions on Funding Societies' website without prior notice or without further
reference to the Investor(s).

11. Funding Societies reserves the right to withdraw, cancel, terminate or suspend the
Campaign at any time without notice or to modify any of the terms and conditions from
time to time. Any cancellation, termination, suspension or modification of the Campaign
by Funding Societies shall not entitle Investor to any claim or compensation against
Funding Societies for any loss or damage incurred by the Investor as a direct and
indirect result of such cancellation, termination, suspension or modification.

12. Upon the expiry of the Campaign Period, the Campaign will be deemed terminated, and
this Campaign will immediately lapse without notice.

13. By participating in this Campaign, the Investor agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions herein (including any amendments, changes or variations thereto) and agree
that Funding Societies' decisions on all matters relating to this Campaign shall be final,
conclusive and binding.

14. Funding Societies shall not be liable for any claims, losses, damages, or costs incurred
or suffered by any participants as a result of your participation in this Campaign.

15. These terms and conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of Malaysia and subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of Malaysia.

Disclaimer: Funding Societies is a recognized market operator registered with the Securities Commission of
Malaysia. The promotional material for this Campaign has not been reviewed by the Securities Commission or any
regulatory authority of Malaysia.


